











SPECIAL CONFERENCE PHOTO SHOOTS AND WALKS
Pre-registration required, see the registration form, each limited to 20 participants
PS1. Special Character Model Photos Sessions [Saturday 1:30-4:30pm; inside]
 Photograph people in character (Cosplay, Steampunk, Renaissance, etc.) (Character Models
Sponsored by Sigma)
 Constant Lighting Session led by Marc Farb (Sponsored by Sigma)
PS2. Special Character Model Photos Sessions [Saturday 2-4:30pm]
 Photograph people in character (Cosplay, Steampunk, Renaissance, etc.) (Character Models
Sponsored by Sigma)
 Natural Light Session led by Jim LaSala (Sponsored by Moab)
 Please note that this event is a photo walk and as long as the weather cooperates it will be
outside. and involving walking. We have an alternative classroom in case of heavy rain, but
the plan is for this to be outside walking around.
PS3. Lifestyle Portraiture Photo Session [Saturday 8:30-11:00am; inside]
 Led by Tamara Lackey (Sponsored by Nikon, On1, Imagely)
PS4. Sony Photo Walk (Sponsored by Sony) [Saturday 2-4:30pm]
 Led by Ira Block
 Please note that this event is a photo walk and as long as the weather cooperates it will be
outside. and involving walking. We have an alternative classroom in case of heavy rain, but
the plan is for this to be outside walking around.
PS5. iPhone/SmartPhone Hands-on [Saturday 2-4:30pm]
 Led by Melissa Fraser & Charles Needle
 Please note that this event is a photo walk and as long as the weather cooperates it will be
outside. and involving walking. We have an alternative classroom in case of heavy rain, but
the plan is for this to be outside walking around.
PS6. Photography with Neutral Density Filters [Saturday 2-4:30pm]
 Led by Denise Silva & Geffrard Bourke
 Bring your own ND filter or borrow one from Hunts Photo and Video
 Please note that this event is a photo walk and as long as the weather cooperates it will be
outside. and involving walking. We have an alternative classroom in case of heavy rain, but
the plan is for this to be outside walking around.

